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 Executive summary 

To protect themselves from malicious intent, organizations enforce strict security policies regarding virus 

detection and removal. One common method for implementing a comprehensive virus scan for data 

repositories stored on NAS volumes is to leverage the Internet Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP). The 

Dell Fluid File System (FluidFS), a scale-out NAS solution, has incorporated ICAP to communicate with 

external scan engines for on-demand virus scanning and detection. ICAP integration allows FluidFS to 

offload virus scanning to third party antivirus servers such as McAfee, Symantec and Trend Micro, and 

provides on-demand file scanning upon file read requests from client machines.  

 This paper provides technical best practices for using FluidFS NAS in conjunction with antivirus client 

services that can be configured to leverage ICAP-enabled antivirus scanning servers. You will learn how 

you can implement a scalable and reliable virus scanning solution for protecting valuable files served by 

FluidFS. 
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1 Introduction 
Data housed within any storage system needs to be protected against threats from malware and viruses.  

Efficient protection against these threats is a very important aspect of a comprehensive data protection 

strategy for any organization. Computer viruses, spyware and malware, which are growing increasingly 

numerous and prolific, put data at risk and can have serious business implications if that data becomes 

compromised.  

The Dell Fluid File System helps protect against viruses by integrating with on-demand virus scanning 

services using the Internet Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP). A user’s external antivirus engine of choice 

runs on an ICAP server located on the client network. This paper describes the antivirus architecture and 

explains the steps for configuring antivirus scanning for FluidFS. Appendix A shows an example, outlining 

the configuration for Trend Micro Interscan Web Security Appliance (IWSA) as the external virus scanning 

engine.  

1.1 FluidFS antivirus client overview   
The administrator begins by configuring the virus scan on the FluidFS cluster, FluidFS acts as an ICAP 

client, and the antivirus scan engine acts as an ICAP server.  When an end user attempts to read a file using 

the SMB protocol, FluidFS triggers a virus scan and transmits the files to the ICAP antivirus scanning server, 

which then scans the requested file for suspicious viruses. Once complete, the ICAP server passes the 

scan results back to FluidFS, and FluidFS then either makes the clean file accessible to the user or blocks 

access by quarantining the file. FluidFS antivirus client will not initiate virus scanning while storing (writing) 

files on the container.  

While the scan is in progress, response to the file open request are slightly delayed, which can introduce 

some latency for read operations, FluidFS antivirus service has a caching feature, which stores a local list of 

all files that have been scanned. If a user opens a file that has already been scanned (which is listed in the 

antivirus cache) and the file has not been modified since the last scan, it will provide access to the file 

without scanning it for a second time. This eliminates redundant scanning and improves read performance 

when antivirus is enabled 

Note: File scan is triggered only when files are accessed using SMB protocol. If files are accessed via NFS, 

FluidFS does not initiate a virus scan. However, if files were previously blocked by the  antivirus scanner, 

these files are not accessible by NFS. Alternatively, the network share from FluidFS can be scanned by 

mapping it to a host server running the  antivirus client and then scanning it locally, manually or with a 

scheduled process. 
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1.1.1 Data flow during the virus scanning process  
 

 
 

Step 1: Client attempts to open and modify an existing file. 

Step 2: FluidFS determines if the file needs to be scanned based on the file extension, size and scanning 

cache (checks if previously scanned), then it notifies the antivirus server using ICAP.  

Step 3: The antivirus server scans the file and sends the result (either OK or Virus) to the FluidFS cluster. 

Step 4: Client access to the file is granted or denied based on the scan result. 

1.1.2 Detailed file access flow: configuring antivirus scanning and enabling for 

SMB shares  
The following steps outline client file access (read) on a SMB file share when using an external ICAP 

enabled  antivirus server:  

1. The SMB client accesses the file from the FluidFS container from a mapped drive or via Universal 

Naming Convention (UNC); for example: \\FluidFS\share1\.  

2. FluidFS determines, using file attributes and the file open operation request, if the file needs to 

be scanned.  

a. If no scan is needed (the file was scanned before and no updates have been made), the 

client is granted access and contents are returned.  

b. If the file needs to be scanned, a scan request is issued to the antivirus scan engine  

3. The virus scan engine reads the file and scans it for a virus.  

4. The scan engine responds back to FluidFS with one of the following results:  

a. File OK, no virus found. 

b. Virus found; file quarantined.   

c. Virus found; file repaired.  

5. FluidFS responds back to the SMB client with the following results: 

a. Client access is allowed.  

b. Client access is denied, and FluidFS moves the virus infected file to a quarantine folder. 
 

All files quarantined by the antivirus server are moved under a .Quarantine\<Date Stamp> folder on the 

FluidFS NAS volume. 
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Figure 1 Sample file list of quarantine folder  

A file called quarantine-list is created on the on the NAS volume with a folder name .Quarantine\<Date 
Stamp> with information about all viruses found and their quarantine location on FluidFS.  

 

Figure 2 Sample entries of the quarantine-list file 

1.1.3 What triggers FluidFS to request a virus scan?  
 Any read request (file open) from an SMB client on previously unscanned files 

 Any read request (file open) from an SMB client on previously scanned files if the  antivirus server 

updated its virus patterns or virus scan engine versions 

 Any file operations that involve SMB client reading, such as modifying an existing file  

 Copying or moving files triggers a scan request to the external AV server using ICAP 

 

FluidFS does not send a scan request upon the following conditions:  

 New files are stored on FluidFS.  

 File access using NFS (Files marked as infected cannot be accessed over NFS.) 
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 If files on FluidFS were previously scanned and no updates were made to the file. In this case, both 

SMB and NFS clients are granted direct access to files.   

1.1.4 When a virus is found  
FluidFS plays a passive role in the event that a virus is found by the antivirus scan engine. The IT 

administrator determines how a virus is handled, according to settings in the antivirus software 

configuration. Typically, if a file is found to be infected, the virus software takes one of two actions: it will 

clean or quarantine the file.  

Actions by the antivirus scanner when a virus is found:  

 Clean the file: The antivirus software removes the virus and notifies FluidFS that the file is clean and 

allows client access to that file.  

 Quarantine the file: The antivirus scanner quarantines the file or moves it to a special location 

(.quarantine folder on the share), and FluidFS denies the client access. 

1.2 Configuring the virus scan service on FluidFS 
This section describes the sequence of steps for enabling and configuring the  antivirus service on the 

EqualLogic FS76x0 and the Compellent FS8600.  

1.2.1 Configuring antivirus scan on the EqualLogic FS76x0 
1. From the EqualLogic Group manger GUI, select the FluidFS NAS cluster and choose Advanced 

settings. Under Antivirus Defaults for SMB shares, check Enable virus scanning. Once the virus 

scanning is enabled, configure the  antivirus servers.  

 

 

Figure 3 Enabling antivirus scanning on the FS76x0 

2. Click on Configure Antivirus servers to add the IP addresses or hostnames of antivirus scanning 

servers. Configure the default port for antivirus server, port 1344, to match the configuration on 

the ICAP antivirus server port.  
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Figure 4 Antivirus server configured on default port 1344  

 

Figure 5 Adding antivirus servers on FS76x0 
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1.2.2 Configuring antivirus scan on the Compellent FS8600 
This section describes the sequence of steps involved in enabling and configuring the  antivirus service on 

the Compellent FS86x0 

1. From Compellent Enterprise Manager GUI, Select NAS Cluster and choose System. Under 

Antivirus Hosts Choose Add Antivirus Scanner and configure the Antivirus servers. 

 

Figure 6 Add Antivirus to the FS8600 

2. Click Add Antivirus Scanner to add the IP addresses or hostnames of the antivirus scanning 

servers. Configure the default port for antivirus server, port 1344, to match on the configuration 

on the ICAP antivirus server port.   

 

 

 

Figure 7 Configure antivirus on FX8600 

 

Figure 8 Antivirus list on FS8600 

1.2.3 Defining virus scanning criteria  
The following options provide a way to exclude certain files from scanning based on file extensions, size of 

files and certain directory paths.    
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Figure 9 Defining virus scanning criteria 

1.2.4 Antivirus server failure 
Dell best practices recommend configuring more than one antivirus server on the FluidFS NAS cluster to 

prevent the antivirus scan engine from becoming a single point of failure. If one or more antivirus scanning 

servers fail or are unavailable, FluidFS will continue to use the remaining scanning servers for sending the 

scan requests.  

If no scanning servers are available, SMB shares that have antivirus enabled will deny all read requests. 

Alternatively, the administrator can manually disable antivirus scanning temporarily on a per SMB share 

basis.  

When the antivirus server is back online, FluidFS resumes normal operations with virus scanning enabled.  

1.2.5 Configure antivirus settings for individual shares 
Individual shares can have their own antivirus policies and, by default, they inherit all global settings. 

However, you can change these settings by going to NAS volume, selecting SMB shares and modifying its 

properties. These settings override the default settings for that particular SMB share. This also provides a 

mechanism to disable antivirus settings for individual shares and manage data protection policies at a 

more granular level.  
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Figure 10 Configuring antivirus setting for individual FluidFS shares on the EqualLogic FS76x0 

 

Figure 11 Configuring antivirus setting for individual FluidFS shares on the Compellent FS8600 
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1.2.6 Configure antivirus scanning from the FluidFS CLI  
The antivirus scanning servers can also be configured using the native FluidFS CLI. Choose System -> 

Data-protection -> Antivirus-scanners from the CLI to add, modify or view ICAP enabled antivirus servers.  

 

Figure 12 Accessing the native FluidFS CLI 

 

Figure 13 Configuring antivirus from the FluidFS CLI 
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1.2.7 Network topology  
The FluidFS cluster requires a LAN TCP/IP network connection to access the antivirus servers. For better 

performance, the external third party server must reside on the FluidFS client network and be accessible 

without any external routing. For high availability and performance, a minimum of two network interfaces 

are required to be connected to the same client network as FluidFS client network. 

More than one antivirus server is required for high availability and load balancing, so SMB clients may 

continue to access files from FluidFS shares, even if one of the antivirus servers is unavailable. The FluidFS 

antivirus service generates extra traffic on the FluidFS client network when the ICAP communication 

happens between FluidFS nodes and the external third party antivirus server. Dell recommends isolating 

the management traffic from the ICAP traffic and using the management network for connecting to the 

internet for virus pattern updates.  

1.3 Antivirus partners for Dell FluidFS  
Dell has partnered with and certified the following external antivirus vendors:  

Table 1 Antivirus partners for Dell FluidFS  

Partner Name Product 

McAfee  Virus Scan Enterprise   

Symantec    Scan Engine   
Article “How to” URL http://www.symantec.com/docs/HOWTO83461   

Sophos Endpoint Security and Control  

Trend Micro Interscan Web Security Appliance (IWSA) 

Note: Always refer to the FluidFS support matrix for the latest information on third party certifications:  

http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/extras/m/white_papers/20440246/download.aspx  

http://www.symantec.com/docs/HOWTO83461
http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/extras/m/white_papers/20440246/download.aspx
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2 Best practices for antivirus scanning 
 Use more than one antivirus scanning server. If one server is unavailable, FluidFS can route the scan 

requests to other servers and provide client access to the scanned files.  

 Use a dedicated antivirus scanner server with adequate CPU and memory, because it will improve 

the number of antivirus requests that can be processed at a given time. Follow the antivirus partner 

design guidelines for optimal configuration.  

 Connect the FluidFS cluster and antivirus server to the client network using at least a 1 GigE 

network.  

 Measure the read performance impact on scanning large files (greater than 1 GB) and appropriately 

set the antivirus policies within FluidFS. Bigger files tend to take more time to read and scan and 

increase the response time to the SMB/NFS clients, so consider setting limits at the FluidFS and 

ICAP server.   

 Use the default ICAP port 1344 if possible. When the ICAP server port is changed, FluidFS requires 

additional steps to enable communication on the new port. These steps include re-configuring the 

antivirus service on FluidFS with the new port and re-enabling antivirus for each individual SMB 

share.  
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3 Conclusion  
Antivirus client services on FluidFS can be configured to leverage ICAP-enabled antivirus scanning servers 

to provide a scalable and reliable virus scanning solution for protecting valuable data stored on FluidFS 

storage. With this solution, IT administrators can offload the burden of scanning the files from the FluidFS 

cluster onto an external antivirus scanning platform. This works transparently to FluidFS clients and avoids 

the need to install antivirus on each client and scanning them locally for viruses. FluidFS is integrated with 

many antivirus vendors and thus gives users the flexibility to choose the appropriate solution for each 

environment and provides the best user experience.  
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A Configuring Trend Micro IWSA virus scanner  

Use the following steps to configure Trend Micro IWSA antivirus server in ICAP mode.  

1. Once the Interscan Web Security Appliance (IWSA) server admin is logged on to the console, 

select Deployment Wizard under Administration.  

2. Configure the ICAP port that the scanner will monitor for scan requests from FluidFS, and set the 

network configuration properties such as IP addresses, DNS server and gateway. 

 

 
Figure 14 Configuring Trend Micro antivirus server 

3. Selecting ICAP mode allows ICAP clients such as FluidFS to communicate for virus scanning. The 

Deployment Wizard starts by setting the mode of operation for the IWSVA server. Set the IWSVA 

to ICAP mode.  
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Figure 15 Configuring Trend Micro ICAP server 

4. Enable both X-Virus-ID and X-Infection-Found header options to ensure that FluidFS receives 

the necessary scan results.  

5. The screenshot shows the default value of 1344 for the listening port. This is the same value as 

the default value used in FluidFS antivirus settings. If the value is changed here, make sure to also 

change it in the antivirus settings on FluidFS.  
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Figure 16 Configuring ICAP headers on Trend Micro Server 

6. Select a different management network interface. By doing so, the ICAP communication 

between IWSA and FluidFS is isolated on a dedicated network, and the management network is 

dedicated for managing and monitoring the IWSA, including updating virus patterns through the 

internet.  
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Figure 17 Configuring Networking on Trend Micro Server 

7. Dell recommends keeping FluidFS and IWSA chronologically in sync with each other so that 

logging information can be easily cross-referenced when needed. To accomplish this, use the 

same NTP server for both.  
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Figure 18 Configuring NTP for antivirus server 

 

8. The Summary display allows you to verify that all settings are correct before you submit them. 
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Figure 19 Deployment wizard summary 

A.1.1 Connecting the FluidFS appliance to the virus scan service  

Now that the IWSA scan engine is up and running, set FluidFS to connect to the scan engine through the 

ICAP interface. Follow the steps in Section A.1.2, below.  

A.1.2 Verifying the virus scan 

To verify the correct functioning of the virus scan service, you can use virus test files from the web site 

www.eicar.org. Copy those files onto a test machine to access a share from the FluidFS appliance that has 

been set up for testing.  

Create a test SMB share on the FluidFS appliance and enable the virus scan option for that share. 

Map the share on a client you can use for copying the virus test files onto the share. Download the EICAR 

test files and copy them to a directory on the SMB share. Add one or more regular text files as well so you 

can see the difference in behavior when accessing infected files and non-infected files. After copying, try 

to access the files and observe that access to files detected as containing a virus is denied.  

 

http://www.eicar.org/
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Check the dashboard and the logging details of the IWSA to see if the files containing viruses were 

detected.  

EqualLogic Group Manager monitoring also logs all entries related to virus detection in its event log.   

  

Figure 20 FluidFS event log entries showing virus files 


